
SOLID BRASS COLLECTION



f TOUGH AS HELL  
WITH GOOD LOOKS, TOO?

It stands up to the abuse of harsh weather. It carries the weight that only solid brass can.  

And through it all, it looks fantastic in any landscape. The Solid Brass Collection is a  

whole new class in brass.

THAT TAKES BRASS.  
SOLID BRASS COLLECTION 
FROM VISTA PROFESSIONAL OUTDOOR LIGHTING
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Die-Cast Construction
It’s a difference you have to feel to believe. Compared with  

spun brass, the proprietary Solid Brass Collection is noticeably 

heavier in weight to deliver rock solid durability for the long  

haul. The walls of each fixture are also visibly thicker, so rust  

and corrosion don’t stand a chance. And if anything ever 

happens, you have the protection of a ten-year Vista warranty.

Proprietary Olde 
Brass Finish
Don’t be fooled by imitators; you can’t fake 

authenticity. One look at the finish on the Solid Brass 

Collection and you’ll see what customers love about 

brass: a sleek, distinguished aesthetic right at home  

on high-end properties. If you want lasting quality  

and timeless looks, you’ve got to go die-cast.

Get the Complete Details
Download the comprehensive spec sheet at 

vistapro.com

A Broad Collection
This extensive LED line includes Path Lights and Up  

& Accents, all designed with top-quality lighting  

technology for precision and lasting satisfaction.



AT-A-GLANCE

» Solid brass adjustable knuckle with ½" NPS

» Twist-to-lock tool-free rotatable shroud

» Silicone gasket for superior seal

UP & ACCENTS 
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» Die-cast brass constructed shade and base

» Heavy-gauge brass stem with ½" NPS

» Textured polycarbonate optic lens

» High-performance T3 COB LED lamp

» 30,000-hour lamp life

PATH LIGHTS 
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